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ABSTRACT 

The transverse, "vertical," migration of petroleum is investi¬ 

gated to determine a mechanism which explains the occurrence of barren 

(water-filled) reservoirs interspersed between hydrocarbon-bearing 

reservoirs within the same oil or gas field, especially when the inter¬ 

vening shales are not petroleum source rocks. 

Application of fundamental hydrodynamic theory to observed 

subsurface conditions discloses that a rectilinear increase of hydro¬ 

static pressure with depth does not usually exist--pressures appreciably 

above and below the nominal hydrostatic pressure may occur in different 

subsurface formations. The subsurface fluids are flowing very slowly in 

a complex, dynamic, three-dimensional pattern; water in response to 

pressure gradients and hydrocarbons in response to potentiometric 

gradients. 

Geochemical evidence and physical considerations indicate that 

transverse migration of hydrocarbons through the bulk of low-permeability 

beds is quite unlikely. Therefore, the migration must occur principally 

along fractures and faults. Fractures and faults, a common and abundant 

feature of the earth*s crust, are indeed observed to be avenues of 

migration and accumulation of subsurface fluids, both water and hydro¬ 

carbons, although in some cases faults are also barriers to fluid 

migration. 

A barren reservoir will occur if it is at a higher potential 

than the hydrocarbons migrating through a conduit in a fault or fracture 



intersecting the reservoir. The hydrocarbons will just pass on through 

the reservoir and continue along the conduit until they are trapped at 

a location of minimum potential energy, or until they reach the earth*s 

surface as a seep. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Purpose 

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the transverse 

migration of petroleum (oil and/or gas). Of specific concern is the 

mechanism which explains the occurrence of barren, water-filled, 

reservoirs interspersed between hydrocarbon-bearing reservoirs within 

the same oil field, especially in those cases where the intervening 

shales are not petroleum source rocks. 

Acknowledgements 

The thought processes leading to the conclusions presented 

in this paper were influenced by the fact that the writer received a 

four-week course in the theory of hydrodynamic entrapment of petroleum 

several years ago from Dr. M. King Hubbert. Also pertinent were many 

discussions held with Dr. G. T. Philippi of Shell Development Company, 

and Mr. W. C. Finch of Shell Oil Company. Thanks are due to my thesis 

committee, R. R. Lankford, Chairman, J. J. W. Rogers, and B. C. 

Burchfiel for their suggestions and criticisms of the manuscript. 

Methods 

A valid mechanism of transverse migration of petroleum must be 

based upon fundamental hydrodynamic theory. The proposed mechanism of 

transverse migration through fractures and faults is so based, and is 

corroborated by examples of well-documented geologic phenomena. These 

illustrative examples were chosen from a world-wide scope in order to 
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validate the general applicability of the proposed theory. Practical 

considerations required that most of the world-wide documentation be 

obtained from the observations of others. Therefore, the examples used 

are principally from published geologic and engineering data. 

PRESENTATION OF PROBLEM 

Investigation of the mechanism of transverse migration of 

petroleum was initiated by the observation that in some oil fields there 

exist oil-bearing beds separated by one or more water-bearing beds. The 

most obvious explanation is that oil source rocks are contiguous to the 

oil zones and are not contiguous to the water zones; but what is the 

explanation when it can be demonstrated that the interbedded non-reservoir 

rocks are not oil source rocks? 

Barren (water-filled) traps are those reservoir beds having 

the closure, texture, porosity, and permeability necessary to be a trap 

for hydrocarbon accumulations, but which contain only water (Landes, 1959, 

p. 272; and Weeks, 1958, p. 31). The ubiquitous cross-sections accom¬ 

panying oil field studies often show barren traps, or "water sands," 

interspersed between hydrocarbon-bearing reservoirs within the same field 

or accumulation, and only occasionally is a brief reference made in the 

text of a study to the barren zones. For example, Watts (1948, p. 191) 

in a paper on Ventura Field, California, dispenses with the barren zones 

in a two-sentence paragraph, 
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"The location of water is irregular and unpredictable. A 

few intermediate waters exist, while some strata have more than 
2000 feet of productive closure." 

However, a thorough explanation of this relatively common phenomenon 

seems to be neglected in the publications of petroleum geology. 

These barren traps are usually cursorily cited as proof that local 

source rocks must be contiguous to the petroleum reservoirs, and as 

proof that transverse (vertical) migration did not occur. Examples 

of such discussions can be found in Clark*s (1934), Hedberg*s (1964), 

and Weeks* (1958) papers on origin, accumulation, and habitat of oil, 

and in Landes* (1959) and Levorsen*s (1954) textbooks on petroleum 

geology. 

ACCUMULATION OF DATA 

General Hydrodynamic Concepts 

"Hydrodynamic. Of or relating to the force or pressure of 
water or other fluids.** (Glossary of Geology and Related Sciences, 

1957, p. 142). 

History 

Twenty-nine years after Col. Drake drilled the first oil well 

in Pennsylvania in 1859, the State Geologist of Ohio, Edward Orton 

(1888), recognized the relation between artesian water and the reser¬ 

voir pressures of oil and gas. The shut-in well-head pressure was 

called "rock pressure** in those days, and in the first issue of the 

Bulletin of the Geological Society of America he states, "...the root 
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of rock pressure is to be found in the water column that stands con¬ 

nected with the porous rock in which the gas and oil are contained.” 

(Orton, 1890). The progress made during the next fifty years in the 

understanding of the migration and accumulation of petroleum is 

summarized by Heroy (1941) in a special fiftieth anniversary volume 

published by the Geological Society of America. In a state-of-the-art 

compendium issued in 1945 no less than 10 theories of migration and 

accumulation are discussed (Van Tuyl et al., 1945) . Although appli¬ 

cation of the fundamental principles of physics to ground-water motion 

were expounded in 1940 by King Hubbert's classic paper, it was more 

than 10 years before these principles were applied to explain the 

migration and accumulation of hydrocarbons (Hubbert, 1940; 1953). 

Independent of Hubbert, Gilman Hill (1951) arrived at essentially the 

same conclusions concerning the physical principles of hydrocarbon 

entrapment. Hill's manuscript remains unpublished, but significant 

portions of his work are presented on pages 141, 531-532, and 549-552 

of Levorsen's (1954) textbook. Further refinements of Hubbert*s work 

pertinent to petroleum accumulation have been published (Hubbert, 1956; 

and Hubbert jin Hubbert and Rubey, 1959, p. 149-156). 

Sub surface Hydrodynamic Environment 

Theoretical physical principles of subsurface fluid flow 

supported by observations and data from the world-wide geological 

laboratory on which we live gives us the following concept of the sub¬ 

surface fluid environment. 
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Geological processes affect, 1) density differences of the 

subsurface fluids, 2) position differences of the fluids within the 

earth*s gravitational field, and 3) permeability differences of the 

porous medium containing the fluids. These factors interact to produce 

zones of unequal levels of energy. As a result, the fluids migrate 

through the porous medium in response to the gradients between zones of 

unequal energy. The mathematical expression of this migration, known 

as Darcy* s Law, is analogous to Ohm*s Law of electricity; the rate and 

quantity of fluid flow (analogous to current) is determined by the 

magnitude of the differences between the unequal levels of energy 

(analogous to potential) and is proportional to the permeability of the 

porous medium with respect to the density and viscosity of the fluid 

(analogous to conductivity). 

Water, the principal fluid in the porous medium, preferentially 

wets the rocks and, for the most part, forms a continuous phase. There¬ 

fore, water migrates throughout the subsurface at a rate and quantity 

proportional to differences of pressure and permeability. As the 

permeability of the medium decreases, the flow of water also decreases 

until its rate of movement may become so slow that geological epochs of 

time are required to accomplish a significant reduction of the pressure 

gradient (see page 14 ). Nevertheless, water does migrate through 

relatively low-permeability lithologies such as shale. For practical 

purposes these low-permeability lithologies are usually considered 

impermeable because the water moves so slowly. With a further decrease 
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of permeability to intercrystalline magnitude, e.g., salt, anhydrite, 

etc., a point is finally reached where movement of water can only be 

on the scale of molecular diffusion. 

Mechanics of the surface tension relations at the interface 

between water and hydrocarbons in a water-wet porous medium give rise 

to capillary pressure effects. The result of these effects is that a 

capillary pressure gradient exists between fine-grained and coarse¬ 

grained media such that hydrocarbons tend to be impelled in the 

direction of increasing grain size, and that fine-grained (i.e., low- 

permeability) media become impermeable to the hydrocarbons even though 

these fine-grained media are not impermeable to water. Additional 

complication affects the migration of hydrocarbons in the subsurface, 

for the direction in which the hydrocarbons migrate is the sum of 

three vectors: 1) capillary pressure gradients, 2) density gradients 

due to the density differences between hydrocarbons and water, and 

3) ambient pressure gradients of the water surrounding the hydrocarbons. 

The result is that hydrocarbons migrate toward positions of minimum 

potential energy, such positions not necessarily being in the direction 

in which the water is migrating. 

Abnormal Pressures 

Now, having benefited by the works of previous authors, the 

ground-water environment must be examined somewhat in detail. The major 

barrier to an understanding of this environment is the firmly entrenched 
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concept of a hydrostatic environment, a concept which is perpetuated by 

the use of the term "normal hydrostatic pressure," implying that hydro¬ 

static is the usual or natural condition, as a synonym for the weight 

of a column of water extending from the earth’s surface down to the 

point of measurement. A line with a slope that may range from 0.433 to 

0.465 psi per foot (the pressures exerted by a layer of water one foot 

deep containing 0 to 80,000 ppm total solids) is often labeled "normal 

gradient" on published graphs of pressure versus depth. 

It is true that subsurface fluid pressures frequently are 

approximately equal to the weight of a column of water extending to the 

surface. The use of such a gradient makes a convenient reference 

because this static state of minimum potential energy is the state that 

the moving underground fluids are attempting to approach. The term 

"nominal gradient" or the term "nominal hydrostatic pressure" (see 

Figure 2) used by Tkhostov (1960) is more desirable because it does not 

imply that the hydrostatic condition is the normal or usual condition 

in the subsurface. Tkhostov states, 

"The [measured] hydrostatic pressure may be more than, equal 
to or less than the nominal hydrostatic pressure which is a conventional 
quantity that neither corresponds to any particular natural phenomenon 
nor has any influence on the state of rock energy." (p. 14). 

The approximately equal approach of measured subsurface 

pressures to the nominal pressure is the key argument, for in detail 

the increase of fluid pressure with depth below the surface is rather 
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irregular as will be demonstrated in the section on transverse gradients. 

If the subsurface fluid pressures vary over about 10 percent from the 

nominal hydrostatic pressure they are ordinarily called abnormal 

pressures, the word abnormal usually implying abnormally high pressures. 

The existence of these pressure deviations from the nominal requires 

that we must visualize the subsurface fluids as flowing very slowly in 

a complex, dynamic, three-dimensional pattern, a pattern in which the 

migrating fluids are attempting to reach a state of hydrostatic equi¬ 

librium but are prevented from doing so because of continual disruption 

of the pattern by the processes of sedimentation, metamorphism, and 

tectonism. 

Geologic Evidence of Hydrodynamics 

Understandability of hydrodynamic concepts is made easier by 

the use of unambiguous terms to describe the migration of fluids across 

or along stratification. The terminology used by Landes avoids the 

ambiguities of the terms "vertical" and "lateral," 

"Migration directions are considered in terms of the strati¬ 

fication planes; the [fluid] migrates either parallel or transverse to 

the stratification. Parallel migration is ordinarily referred to as 

"lateral" and transverse as "vertical," but these terms are unfortunate, 
especially when the sedimentary layers are steeply inclined. Parallel 
migration ordinarily takes place through the reservoir rock, whereas 

transverse migration requires the presence of permeable zones that cross 

the stratification planes." (Landes, 1959, p. 250). 
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Transverse Gradients 

Is there any evidence that the transverse, depthwise increase 

of subsurface fluid pressure is not a rectilinear gradient? Definitely 

yes, the previously discussed abnormal pressures are indisputable 

evidence as will be demonstrated in this chapter. 

Abnormally high pressures have received more attention from 

geologists and petroleum engineers than have abnormally low pressures. 

The high pressures increase the costs and hazards of drilling for oil 

and gas because the weight of the drilling mud must be carefully watched 

and controlled. If the weight is too high, an expensive quantity of mud 

may disappear into lost-circulation zones or into mud-pressure-induced 

fractures, and if the mud weight is too low, a disasterous blow-out may 

occur. The following references are briefly summarized to give an idea 

of the scope and magnitude of abnormal pressures, particularly the high 

pressures which are of concern to the petroleum industry. This is but 

a sampling of the many references to subsurface pressures, both high and 

low, in the geological and engineering literature. 

Cannon and Craze (1938) report excessive pressures in widely 

distributed wells along the Gulf Coast in an area about 50 miles wide 

and 500 miles long, from near the Rio Grande, Texas, to the Mississippi 

River Delta, Louisiana. The excessive pressures are usually encountered 

below 7000 feet depth in formations of Miocene, Oligocene, and Eocene 

Age. A nominal gradient of 0.465 psi per foot was determined 
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empirically for Gulf Coast wells, and the highest anomalous pressure 

observed at the time was 64 percent higher than nominal. 

Dickinson (1953) reports 122 occurrences of abnormal pressure 

measurements in the Louisiana Gulf Coast. Pressures of up to 87 percent 

above nominal were observed in Miocene and Oligocene age reservoirs. 

Watts (1947) reports a reservoir pressure of about 105 percent 

higher than nominal in the lower Pliocene, D-7 zone of Ventura Field, 

California. 

Kidwell and Hunt (1958) report excess hydrostatic pressures 

in interbedded Recent sands and clays on the flanks of Pedernales 

Anticline in the Orinoco River Delta, Venezuela. The excess pressure 

values were determined experimentally on cores with a consolidometer, 

and then checked with manometers placed in the boreholes from which the 

cores were removed. Near the center of a 40-foot-thick clay sequence 

the excess pressure was found to be 25 percent above nominal. The data 

presented indicate that water from the compacting clay is slowly 

migrating both upward into sands that are open to the surface, and down¬ 

ward into a permeable zone at an unconformity. Excess pressure was 

found in only one sand however, and it is a lenticular body completely 

surrounded by clay. 

Rubey and Hubbert (1959) and Rubbert and Rubey (1959) review 

previously published data on abnormally high pressures and add data of 

several additional occurrences. One of the best documented examples 
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shows pressures of up to 126 percent higher than nominal in Tertiary 

sediments at Khaur Field, West Pakistan. In addition to the Gulf Coast 

and California occurrences given in the preceding paragraphs, excessive 

pressures have been documented from Arkansas, Oklahoma, West Texas, 

Wyoming, Argentina, Trinidad, Venezuela, France, Germany, Rumania, Iran, 

Iraq, Burma, West Pakistan, and East Pakistan. 

"Most of these abnormal fluid pressures are in areas of very 

thick sections of relatively young sediments--middle Tertiary, late 

Tertiary, and Pleistocene--and in or immediately below thick sequences 

of shale, salt, anhydrite, limestone, or dolomite." (Rubey and Hubbert, 

1959, p. 170). 

Permian sediments are involved in Germany and West Texas, and Triassic 

sediments are involved in Argentina. 

Tkhostov (1960) reports abnormally high pressures in several 

oil and gas fields scattered across southwestern Russia, from the Lvov 

area in Ukraine, along the Caucasus Mountains, to the Fergana Basin in 

Kirgiz, a distance of about 2500 miles. The reservoirs involved are 

Tertiary, Cretaceous, and Permian in age--mostly Tertiary. 

Thomeer and Bottema (1961) give case histories of some bore¬ 

holes drilled in three different areas of excessive reservoir pressures. 

In northwestern Germany a Permian dolomite beneath a thick salt 

sequence, at about 15,000 feet depth, was found to contain pressure at 

least 126 percent above nominal. On the north coast of Netherlands 

New Guinea, younger Tertiary clays with interbedded sands contain 

abnormal pressures below 4000 feet. Estimated pressures of up to 
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132 percent higher than nominal were encountered in this area. In 

northern West Pakistan, near the Himalayan foothills, two wells pene¬ 

trating younger Tertiary shales and thin interbedded sands encountered 

abnormal pressures at depths as shallow as 885 feet. At about 

2000 feet depth a water zone with a pressure approaching that of the 

overburden was penetrated by one of the wells. Attempts to control 

this pressure apparently ruptured a fault seal because water suddenly 

broke to the surface along a nearby fault trace and formed six springs. 

It is significant that Eocene reservoirs in West Pakistan are generally 

encountered at nominal pressures beneath these shallow abnormally- 

pressured zones. 

The limiting value of abnormally-high fluid pressures is 

equal to the total weight of the overlying, fluid-filled, rock column 

(Hubbert and Rubey, 1959, p. 142). Known variously as earth-, 

lithostatic-, geostatic-, petrostatic-, or overburden-pressure gradient, 

the commonly accepted value of 1 psi per foot for the weight of the 

average, water-saturated, sedimentary rock is sufficiently accurate for 

all practical purposes (Dickinson, 1953, p. 429-430; and Hubbert and 

Willis, 1957, p. 167-168). This nominal overburden-pressure gradient is 

about 130 percent above the nominal fresh-water pressure gradient of 

0.433 psi per foot (see Figure 2). 

Abnormally low pressures also exist, that is, pressures less 

than 90 percent of the nominal hydrostatic pressure. Emmons (1931, 
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p. 144) presents a table showing initial reservoir pressures of several 

Paleozoic sands in some Ohio, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and Indiana 

gas fields. Fifteen of the 24 initial pressures listed for these states 

are more than 20 percent below nominal, including an initial pressure 

of only 37 psi at a depth of 4500 feet in the Columbus Field, Ohio--a 

value 98 percent below nominal. Subnominal pressures are also listed 

for a field in Louisiana and a field in Montana. In all cases, the sands 

are shallower than 4500 feet. Illing (1938) reports an instance at 

Boldesti, Rumania, where the pressure in a sand at 5056 feet depth was 

24 percent above nominal, and the pressure in a deeper sand at 5515 feet 

was 45 percent below nominal. Levorsen (1954) reports that the initial 

reservoir pressure of the Amarillo-Panhandle Field, Texas, was about 

50 percent below nominal. Tkhostov’s (1960) book on initial reservoir 

pressures in oil and gas deposits lists many examples of abnormally low 

pressures in Russia. Over 60 occurrences are reported from relatively 

shallow, 400-5000 feet depth, Tertiary age reservoirs; the pressures 

average 30 percent below nominal, and range down to 84 percent below 

nominal. A pressure 28 percent below nominal is reported at 10,960 feet 

depth in a Jurassic age reservoir in the Stavropol* Area, and pressures 

16 and 19 percent below nominal are reported from Carboniferous age 

reservoirs at 2590 feet depth and 4750 feet depth, respectively, in two 

different fields. Also, several pressures of approximately 30 percent 
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below nominal are recorded by Tkhostov for Devonian, Mississippian, and 

Cretaceous age reservoirs in oil fields of the Western Interior Basin 

of Canada. 

As one would expect, the authors of each of the previously 

listed references discuss one or more possible causes for the abnormal 

pressures. The two-part collaboration by Hubbert and Rubey furnishes 

the most rigorous and comprehensive treatment of the causes of excessive 

pressures. According to them, two mechanisms produce high pressures. 

The first is the classical artesian pressure of a bed that receives its 

water where it crops out in a region of higher elevation. The second 

mechanism is the mechanical compression of water-filled porous rocks. 

The compression may be caused by horizontal stresses of tectonic origin, 

or by vertical stresses due to the rapid sediment loading of low- 

permeability, low-bulk-density rock. The latter mechanism is compatible 

with the observation that most of the excessively pressured sediments 

occur in geosynclinal environments of Cenozoic age. These excess 

pressures are a transient phenomenon, but their dissipation is a very 

slow process that may require geological epochs to achieve. 

The mechanism of abnormally low pressures appears to have 

received little attention in the literature. Some low pressures are 

explained by a reverse of the artesian-pressure mechanism--the aquifer 

crops out in a region of lower elevation. Dilatation of pore space as 
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a consequence of fracturing of competent beds might explain some other 

sub nominal pressure occurrences. The writer suspects that many of the 

low initial pressures recorded for petroleum reservoirs are merely the 

result of a regional pressure drawdown caused by the production of 

fluids from nearby fields. The fundamentals of abnormally low pressures 

are a subject that merits further study. 

Care must be exercised in using published pressure data 

because such pressures may represent only the abnormally high pressures 

measured within hydrocarbon accumulations. Hubbert explains that this 

effect is due solely to capillary pressure and density differences 

between water and hydrocarbons. He states, 

11 in view of this fact it is unavoidable that the pressures 
measured within hydrocarbon accumulations must be abnormally high with 
respect to pressures measured at the same depths in the local water... 
However, if the surrounding waters are at a normal pressure, the 
anomalous hydrocarbon pressures are of strictly local significance.” 
(Hubbert jLn Hubbert and Rubey, 1959, p. 150). 

Fortunately, the magnitude of these pressures is not too great in hydro¬ 

carbon accumulations of small vertical amplitude, but can become of 

significant magnitude in high amplitude accumulations. 

”...For example, the abnormal pressure at the top of a 
column of oil having a density of 0.8 fpi/enr* [46° API] and a vertical 
extent of 1000 m [3281 ft] would be about...300 lb/in2; the pressure 
of a similar column of gas with a mean density of 0.2 gm/cm^ would be 
about...1200 lb/in2.” (p. 150). 
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Regrettably, many of the values in Tkhostov's book are unidentified as 

to whether they are oil reservoir, gas reservoir, or formation-water 

pressures. 

Additional evidence of the nonrectilinear relation of ground- 

water pressure versus depth is available from domains allied to Geology. 

Two examples from a large field of literature are presented to show 

that deviations from the nominal hydrostatic pressure are a well known 

and accepted phenomenon to civil engineers and hydrologists. Bennett 

and Patten (1962) discuss the theory and field procedures for determining 

various reservoir characteristics of each aquifer of a multiaquifer water 

well. Pertinent to this thesis is the fact that their discussion 

presupposes as typical a three-aquifer well, see Figure 1, in which the 

hydrostatic head of the middle aquifer is less than the head of either 

the upper or lower aquifer. Koopman, Irwin, and Jenkins (1962) tabulate 

the heights to which water rose during tests of five different zones 

penetrated by a multiaquifer well near Las Animas, Colorado. Table 1 

shows the ratio, calculated from their data, of the observed pressures 

to the nominal hydrostatic pressure. Figure 2 shows the variation of 

pressure with depth in this well. 

By now it is evident that a nonrectilinear, fluctuating rate 

of pressure increase with depth is the prevailing situation. In fact, 

fluctuations great enough to result locally in a decrease of pressure 



Stabilized water level after 

FIGURE I. Cross-sectional diagram showing conditions in a typical three-aquifer 

well shortly after completion. (Redrawn from Bennett 8t Patten, 1962) 
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with increasing depth are documented by the data presented by Illing; 

Kidwell and Hunt; Tkhostov; Thomeer and Bottema; and Koopman et al. 

The occurrences of these variable pressure gradients are distributed 

worldwide, and most occurrences of the abnormally high pressures are 

in geosynclinal environments of Cenozoic age. 

Parallel Gradients 

The effect that permeability has upon the migration of fluids 

parallel to the stratification is well known from the ground-water flow 

studies of civil engineers. For instance, the discussion, in a civil 

engineering textbook, of how to determine the quantity of seepage 

through heterogeneous layers of soil beneath the base of a dam states, 

"In this regard, when the ratio of the permeabilities between 

neighboring soils is greater than about 10 to 1, the soil of lesser 

permeability may be taken as impervious.11 (Harr, 1962, p. 34). 

The relation of permeability to underground fluid migration is well 

known to petroleum engineers also. Permeability is involved in their 

theories and equations of underground fluid flow (Hubbert, 1956), and a 

gross indication of its practical importance is the fact that permea¬ 

bility data are involved in half the topics and procedures discussed in 

a current reservoir engineering handbook (Frick and Taylor, 1962). The 

concept of fluid migration parallel to the stratification is so well 

established that only one well-documented reservoir study will be used 

to illustrate variable rates of fluid migration along strata in response 
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to different pressure gradients. A brief summary of portions of the 

book "Well Spacing in the Aneth Reservoir" by Frank Cole is the 

example used. 

Cole (1962) presents the results of an engineering study made 

to determine the proper well spacing to be used for the Aneth reservoir 

in the Four Corners area of southeastern Utah. The Aneth reservoir, 

probably a reef complex, is about 10 miles in diameter. Development 

after discovery was rapid, and a proven area of approximately 50,000 

acres was being produced by almost 500 wells within a little over four 

years after the discovery well was completed. 

The Aneth zone of the Pennsylvanian Upper Paradox formation 

is a highly fossiliferous carbonate reservoir overlain by the 20 to 

30 foot thick Paradox black shale, and underlain by a black shale of 

the Middle Paradox formation. Composed of interbedded dense limestone, 

reef material, clastic limestone, and dolomite, the reservoir has an 

average thickness of 160 feet, a net productive thickness of about 

40 feet, and consists of three subzones, designated from top to bottom 

as I, II, and III, see Figure 3. Average air permeabilities of the 

three subzones are, respectively, approximately 10-, 50-, and a fraction 

millidarcies. Subzone I, consisting of limestone, sandy limestone, and 

dolomite, has an average porosity of 10 to 12 percent; Subzone II, 

consisting of mostly limestone containing a large amount of reworked 
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fossil "hash," has an average porosity of about 10 percent; and 

Subzone III, consisting of primarily a chalky dolomite, has a porosity 

that may be as high as 25 percent. Permeability of the dense lime¬ 

stone between the porous zones is usually less than 0.1 millidarcy. 

"The structure of the reservoir is essentially anticlinal 

in nature, although it is commonly referred to as a stratigraphic trap 

reservoir because oil accumulation is affected more by porosity and 

permeability development than by structural position. There is a 

water-oil contact underlying a portion of the reservoir, but its 

boundaries are determined primarily by a change in lithology." (p. 5). 

Engineering tests showed positive proof of intrazonal pressure communi¬ 

cation between wells, and suggested some interzonal pressure 

communication between the subzones, presumably through the extensive, 

but unoriented, fracture system in the Aneth reservoir. 

Two to three years after discovery of the field five wells 

were drilled for the sole purpose of obtaining reservoir engineering 

data. The pressure of each net porous, permeable interval within the 

reservoir was measured in each of the five wells. The data are pre¬ 

sented in Figures 8 through 12 of Colefs report. Averages, by subzones, 

of these pressures were calculated from the data of his Figures 8 through 

12. The computed values of approximately 1800 psi for Subzone I, 

1500 psi for Subzone II, and 2100 psi for Subzone III, see Figure 3, 

are in contrast to an initial reservoir pressure of about 2200 psi, and 

show the effect of fluid migration through beds of different average 

permeabilities. 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The introduction in a recent publication on the origin of 

petroleum states, 

"...It is remarkable that in spite of its widespread 
occurrence, its great economic importance, and the immense amount of 

fine research devoted to it, there perhaps still remain more uncer¬ 

tainties concerning the origin of petroleum than that of any other 
commonly occurring natural substance." (Hedberg, 1964, p. 1757). 

Many of the differences between the numerous theories of origin are due 

only to variations in the mechanisms proposed for getting the finely 

dispersed petroleum from a fine-grained, low-permeability source bed 

into a carrier bed or reservoir bed. One school of Russian thought has 

solved the problem neatly with the hypothesis that oil is formed directly 

in the subsurface waters (Al'tovskii et al., 1958). Whatever the origin, 

it is assumed for the purpose of this study that hydrocarbons are present 

in some water-wet beds of the subsurface, either as dispersed droplets 

or as a bulk phase. 

As stated at the beginning, the specific problem is the need 

to explain the barren traps interspersed between petroleum producing 

zones within the same field or structural feature. 

Barren Traps 

Landes (1959, p. 272-275) lists the various reasons that have 

been used to explain barren traps. They are 
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1. No source material 

2. No generation of oil 

3. Oil failed to reach trap 

4. Oil has escaped 

5. Oil destroyed 

6. Trap formed too late. 

For barren zones between productive zones within the same field, one or 

more of the first five reasons are valid, and the sixth reason is 

irrelevant. Two cases exist in a petroleum productive, stratigraphic 

sequence: 1) there are multiple petroleum source beds, or 2) there is 

a single source bed. The reasons for barren traps will be examined in 

relation to these two possibilities. In either case it is understood 

that petroleum has left the source rock and is present in a permeable, 

contiguous zone either above and/or below the source bed. 

In the case of multiple source beds, a barren trap between two 

sources may be due to failure of the petroleum to reach the trap because 

of permeability or structural barriers. Obviously there is no source 

material adjoining the barren traps to generate hydrocarbons in this 

case. If in the case of both single and multiple source beds it is 

assumed that petroleum did somehow accumulate in the now barren traps, 

several mechanisms can be postulated as being responsible for escape or 

destruction of the hydrocarbons. However, each mechanism, such as 
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fracturing, hydrodynamic flushing, loss at unconformity before 

succeeding beds deposited, weathering, diastrophism, etc., requires a 

special sequence of circumstances which is not generally applicable to 

a majority of fields, or the mechanisms would require very fortuitous 

conditions to allow selective emptying of a reservoir without disturbing 

other reservoirs of similar lithology, structural closure, etc. 

Although not listed by Landes, an additional explanation of barren traps 

is that petroleum migrated through the trap without stopping there. In 

many instances this reason is the simplest explanation for a barren 

trap in either the case of a single source bed or the case of multiple 

source beds. It is a truism of geology that the simplest explanation is 

often the most nearly correct one (Albritton, 1963). 

Multiple source beds are responsible in many instances for 

petroleum accumulations separated by barren traps. Substantial geo¬ 

chemical evidence exists to support these instances, one typical example 

being the study reported by Jones and Smith (1963). They examined 

313 crude oils from the Permian Basin of West Texas and New Mexico, and 

were able to divide the oils into five categories on the basis of 

chemical characteristics. Correlation of these categories with the 

geologic occurrence of the oils shows that at least three of the groups 

are related to three different source beds. 

But what about the instances where geochemical evidence indi¬ 

cates that the oils in different beds, both above and below the barren 
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bed(s), are the same and that the shales interbedded with these 

reservoirs are not source rock? For example, Philippi (1965) has shown 

that the shales interbedded with the prolific Pliocene and uppermost 

Miocene sands in the Los Angeles and Ventura basins of California are 

not source rocks. Furthermore, they never have been source rocks 

because the hydrocarbons in the shales are still geochemically immature. 

That is, the shale hydrocarbons are intermediate between the composition 

of Recent sediment hydrocarbons and hydrocarbons from the lowermost, 

upper Miocene shales. The latter shales are the source rocks for the 

oils, and the hydrocarbons in these shales have the same composition as 

the oils from the Pliocene and Miocene age reservoirs. The conclusion 

is inescapable that the oils must have moved into the younger and 

shallower reservoirs, passing through any barren traps, by some mechanism 

of transverse migration. 

Transverse Migration of Petroleum 

The fact of parallel or "lateral11 migration of hydrocarbons 

through permeable beds is so universally accepted that it is considered 

an integral part of the migration and accumulation process. The problem 

of direct concern is the transverse migration of hydrocarbons through 

barren traps and through strata that are both non-reservoir and non¬ 

source beds. 
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Migration Through Low-permeability Formations 

As discussed previously, capillary effects cause fine-grained, 

low-permeability rock, such as shale, to be impermeable to continuous- 

phase hydrocarbons but permeable to water. Roof and Rutherford (1958) 

made semiquantitative estimates, based on the solubility of hydrocarbons 

in water, of the migration rates of petroleum through fine-grained rocks 

by two mechanisms. Their calculations show that for a hydrocarbon- 

saturated aqueous solution, 

"...It appears that the vertical component of flow of oil- 

saturated water would have to be of the order of many feet or perhaps 

even hundreds of feet per year to give high oil saturations in a 

formation within this time [one million years]." (p. 979). 

Typical flow along an aquifer is on the order of magnitude of two feet 

per year, and flow across strata generally will be very much slower. 

Estimated rates of petroleum migration by upward molecular diffusion, 

the second mechanism, show that, 

"...Presumably many reservoirs can not be explained as having 

been filled by a process which would cause the oil layer to grow at the 

rate of only millimeters or centimeters per million years." (p. 979). 

Thus, transverse migration of significant quantities of hydrocarbons by 

the physical processes of aqueous solution or diffusion is not probable. 

Geochemical evidence pertinent to the migration of hydrocarbons 

through low-permeability beds is presented by Philippi (1965) in the 

study discussed in the previous section. He concluded in part, 
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nThe oil analyses discussed strongly support the existence 
of extensive vertical migration of oil in California fields such as 
Dominguez and Ventura. This vertical migration of petroleum did not 
take place through the bulk of the shales occurring between the oil 
sands. The composition of the indigenous hydrocarbons from Pliocene 
shales present between the producing sands is very different from the 
composition of the oil hydrocarbons... Also, the indigenous hydrocarbon 
content of the Pliocene shales, especially of the shallower ones, is 
very small. If any appreciable amount of extraneous oil had migrated 
through the bulk of the Pliocene shales, it would show up in the 
analyses of the shale hydrocarbons and make these look 1mature. Mf 

Therefore, transverse migration of hydrocarbons through the 

bulk of the low-permeability beds is quite unlikely. The alternative is 

that transverse migration must occur principally through faults and 

fractures--in spite of a strong body of opinion to the contrary (for 

example, Chapter 10, "Faults as Barriers To, Rather Than Conduits For, 

Migration," Weeks, 1958, p. 32-33). 

Migration Through Fractures and Faults 

The too often repeated cliche that a fault cannot be both an 

avenue of migration for petroleum and a seal for petroleum accumulations 

is another impediment to the understanding of subsurface fluid migration. 

A review of facts familiar to any undergraduate geologist indicates that 

faults are indeed both barriers to, and avenues for, fluid migration. 

By definition, a fault is a fracture along which there has been displace¬ 

ment of the two sides relative to one another parallel to the fracture 

(Glossary of Geology and Related Sciences, 1957). Since the fracture is 

not a geometrically plane surface but has irregularities in it the 

displacement results in a comminution of the rock as the moving sides 
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grind against each other. The thickness and extent of the finely ground 

material, called gouge, will depend principally on the mechanical 

properties of the various lithologies involved in the fracturing and on 

the amount of fault displacement. There is no question that the clay¬ 

sized fault gouge can be impermeable to hydrocarbons and relatively 

impermeable to water as evidenced by the existence of numerous fault- 

sealed hydrocarbon traps and fault-gouge ground-water dams, and by the 

fact that flowing fluids do not issue as a continuous sheet along a fault 

line. The fault gouge is not an unbroken membrane, however. Conduits 

through which fluids flow occur between the sides of a fault or fracture 

also. These conduits, of relatively small cross-sectional area compared 

to the cross-sectional area of the fracture trace, appear to be rather 

transitory and tortuous in their course along the fracture. Veins of 

bitumen and veins of precipitated minerals such as calcite, quartz, 

pyrite, metallic ores, etc., testify that fluids once flowed through the 

now solidly filled portion of the fracture. Intersection of the conduits 

with the earth*s surface, springs, have been known for over 400 years as 

empirical evidence for the existence of a fracture -- 

**But by skill we can also investigate hidden and concealed 

veins, by observing in the first place the bubbling waters of springs, 
which cannot be very far distant from the veins because the source of 

the water is from them;1* (Agricola, 1556, p. 37). 

Since Georgius Agricola's time there have been numerous other 

observations attesting to the fact that not only are fractures and faults 
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a common and abundant feature of the earth's crust, they are also 

avenues of migration and accumulation of subsurface fluids including 

hydrocarbons. The following paragraphs give but a few of many 

possible examples that could be cited to illustrate this statement. 

Aerial photographs of both sedimentary and crystalline 

terraines show that the surface of the earth is abundantly and 

systematically fractured. How abundant is indicated in a study by 

Blanchet (1957) who states, 

"To convey what is meant by abundantly fractured, it can 

be demonstrated that, normally, between 5 and 15 linear miles of 

fractures, in total, are present and discernible on high-resolution 

aerial photographs in each square mile of surface. This applies to 

plains regions in sedimentary basins. This figure, which in some 

areas may be double or triple this amount, excludes fractures of 1/4 
mile or less in apparent length." (p. 1750). 

Now, having established that fractures are a common feature 

of the earth's surface, the question arises: Are these fractures only 

a surface or near surface phenomenon? Apparently not. Lattman and 

Parizek (1964, p. 79) refer to an article which shows that surface 

fracture traces are parallel to fracture-controlled ore deposits at 

Bisbee, Arizona. These deposits have been mapped to a depth of 3000 

feet. The writer has mined copper ore from fracture zones at a depth 

of 4400 feet at Butte, Montana; the same zones crop out at the surface. 

The shallowest petroleum reservoir described in a symposium on 

fractured reservoirs (Koester and Driver, 1953) occurs at about 
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1100 feet depth, and the deepest reservoir mentioned produces oil from 

below 8000 feet. These few examples show that fractures are certainly 

not restricted to the near surface portion of the earth!s crust. 

As expected, these abundant fractures can act as avenues of 

migration and accumulation for fluids. Lattman and Parizek (1964) 

describe a study made on water wells drilled in Paleozoic carbonates in 

Pennsylvania. They found that the specific capacity of wells drilled 

on or near fracture traces is ten times to one hundred times or more as 

great as the capacities of wells drilled in zones between fracture 

traces. Fractures can also contain commercial accumulations of petro¬ 

leum. Several high-permeability, low-porosity fracture reservoirs were 

discussed in the previously mentioned fractured reservoir symposium 

conducted by Koester and Driver (1953). Furthermore, fractures are not 

restricted to any one lithology or geologic period. Descriptions of 

fractured reservoirs in sedimentary, metamorphic, volcanic, and 

crystalline rocks ranging in age from pre-Cambrian to upper Miocene were 

presented at the symposium. 

The evidence presented so far shows that fractures do contain 

both water and hydrocarbons, and that these fluids will flow through the 

fractures into well bores penetrating the fractured zone. Although well 

bores can be considered as artificial fractures, the principal indication 

of natural flow of fluids through fractures is the existence of springs. 
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Tolman1s text on ground water (1937, p. 435-466) classifies springs 

into six major groups; springs issuing from: I pervious veneer 

formations, II thick pervious formations, III interstratified pervious 

and impervious formations, IV solution openings, V lava, and 

VI fractures. Groups I, II, IV, and V are related to the intersection 

of the water table with the topographic surface of the land, and are 

applicable only to vadose, free ground water. Groups III and VI, 

springs issuing, respectively, from interstratified pervious and 

impervious formations, and from fractures are applicable to artesian 

water (and to hydrocarbons). Tolman defines a spring line as, "...a 

group of springs along a line which may represent a geologic structure, 

often a fault." (p. 460). 

The word "spring" connotes water, thus petroleum-producing 

springs are usually called oil and gas seeps. Link (1952) presents maps 

showing authenticated oil and gas seeps of important oil-producing 

regions of the world outside the Iron Curtain. Over 1400 seeps are 

shown. He states, 

"Seeps are most numerous in those basins where oil-bearing 

structures have been much ruptured or eroded; where petroliferous beds 
come to the surface along the margins of the basins; and along basin 

margins where unconformities reach the surface." (p. 1514). 

Thus, Tolman1s categories III and VI for water-bearing springs are also 

appropriate for oil and gas seeps. Group VI, fluids from fractures, is 

the most pertinent to this thesis. Link provides 20 geologic 
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cross-sections, of world-wide distribution, to illustrate different 

types of seeps. On 18 of the 20 cross-sections seeps are shown in the 

section, or discussed in the description, as being associated with 

faults or fractures. 

Some idea of the extent of transverse migration of hydrocarbons 

through fractures and faults can be gained from the following three 

illustrations. 

In the northwestern Wind River Basin, Wyoming, gray, oil- 

stained and saturated beds occur in the Crow Mountain sandstone member 

of the Triassic Chugwater formation. This member is an orange to reddish 

brown color where it is not oil saturated. The oil apparently reduces 

the red ferric compounds to a pale grey-green color. The Crow Mountain 

member (150-200 feet thick) overlies the major part of the Chugwater, 

the brick-red, shaly and silty Red Peak member (over 1000 feet thick), 

and is overlain by the red to purple claystone, siltstone, and shale 

Popo Agie member (150-300 feet thick) of the Chugwater. The red beds 

surrounding the oil saturated Crow Mountain are not the source of the oil 

because geochemical analyses show that red beds do not contain enough 

organic matter to be oil source rocks (Philippi, 1956; and Hunt, 1961). 

Crude oil produced from the Crow Mountain in this area is geochemically 

the same as oil produced from the prolific Paleozoic Phosphoria and 

Tensleep formations (Mclver, 1962). During examination of a section of 

upper Chugwater formation exposed on the wall of a canyon cutting through 
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a fossil oil field, the writer observed a vertical fracture extending 

downward from oil saturated Crow Mountain sands, through the red shale 

of the Red Peak member. The fracture would have gone unnoticed except 

that it had a two- to four-inch wide bleached halo of the same gray 

color as the oil-saturated sandstone. The fracture, with halo, dis¬ 

appeared beneath talus in the bottom of the canyon. Circumstantial 

evidence suggests that at one time this fracture was a conduit for oil 

migrating upward through over 1000 feet of red beds. 

At Zykh anticline near Baku on the Apsheron Peninsula, Russia, 

a mud-volcano flow shows fragments of an older sedimentary formation. 

The older formation is at least 5000 feet stratigraphically below the 

surface formation. Mud volcanos in this region are caused by eruptive 

gas seeps (Hobson, 1938, p. 155-159). 

Geochemical evidence indicates that the oil found in the 

Ventura basin, California, originated in upper Miocene shales at depths 

below 15,000 feet. The evidence also indicates that oils from upper and 

lower Pliocene reservoirs in Ventura field at depths ranging from about 

4800 feet to over 13,000 feet have an identical origin (Philippi, 1965). 

This would require migration through a vertical distance of about 

10,000 feet from the source rock, and about 8900 feet from the deepest 

reservoir. 
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In summary, several examples have been cited to establish 

that fractures are a common feature of the earth*s crust, that they 

extend to considerable depths, that they contain hydrocarbons as well 

as water, and that hydrocarbons and water can and do migrate through 

the fractures. 

The studies of Hubbert and Willis, Handin et al., and Rubey 

and Hubbert contribute insight into the significant relationship of 

subsurface fluid pressures to fractures and faults. Hubbert and Willis 

(1957) show that fractures in geologically simple and tectonically 

relaxed areas tend to be vertical. Handin et al. (1963) show the 

relative response of different lithologies to deformation under simu¬ 

lated subsurface conditions. Rubey and Hubbert (1959, p. 180) describe 

why a fracture through a zone of overpressured, highly-porous clay rock 

would not bleed off very much pressure from that zone. 

Theory 

Barren traps which separate hydrocarbon accumulations gene¬ 

rated by the same source horizon must be explained by a mechanism that 

is both geologically and physically valid. The principal mechanism 

involved in any hydrocarbon accumulation is the response of the hydro¬ 

carbons to the potentiometric gradients existing in the subsurface 

hydrodynamic environment. Thus, the mechanism required to explain 

migration between reservoir beds can be described by a theory which 
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states, first, that transverse migration of hydrocarbons 1) does exist, 

2) is in general essentially vertical, 3) takes place principally 

through fractures and faults, and 4) is usually upward from a deeper 

reservoir or source rock; and second, that the migrating hydrocarbons 

cannot enter, but will pass through those formations or zones having 

entry potentials higher than the potentials of the fluids in the 

migration conduit. 

SUMMARY 

Theoretical considerations supported by geological evidence 

leads to the conclusion that the following mechanism can and does pro¬ 

duce transverse migration of petroleum--either as bulk phase hydro¬ 

carbons from a ruptured reservoir or as dispersed droplets in a carrier 

bed or dewatering source bed. 

1. Fractures or faults occur which intersect one or more 

possible reservoir beds. 

2. Beds intersected by the fractures or faults are at 

different pressures. These pressures deviate from the nominal hydro¬ 

static pressure gradient. 

3. Each fracture or fault has its own internal pressure 

gradient, probably quite irregular, due to permeability variations. 

These variations are caused by the amount, distribution, and kind of 

gouge formed from the different intersected lithologies, by contribution 

of pressures from intersected horizons, etc. 
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4. Water moves along the fracture or fault in response to 

the internal pressure gradient in the conduit. Petroleum, if present, 

accompanies the water provided that permeability of the fault or 

fracture is not so low that capillary pressure prevents the petroleum 

from entering the conduit. 

5. Water migrating through a conduit will be joined by 

fluids from beds of higher pressure, and will be lost to beds of lower 

pressure or lost to the surface ground-water table. Note, quantity of 

fluids added from abnormally-high-pressure shales will be small because 

of low permeability of the shale. 

6. Petroleum migrating through a conduit will not enter beds 

of higher potential but will either A) enter permeable beds of lower 

potential, B) continue to the surface, or C) be trapped in the conduit 

if decreased permeability produces capillary pressures sufficiently 

high to block further hydrocarbon migration. 

Therefore, barren traps interspersed with petroleum-producing 

traps in the same field or accumulation may occur because they were at 

too high a potential at the time of petroleum migration. Many 

possibilities can be thought of to account for the excess potential; 

possibilities such as a high-pressure formation surrounding the barren 

zone, the barren reservoir being a high-permeability, high-head, 

artesian aquifer, the barren formation being connected to higher 

pressures through other non-petroleum-carrying faults or fractures, etc. 

Henry D. Olson 

May 11, 1965 
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